Do more with Dragon® Legal Anywhere

7 ways to improve your workday with AI-powered speech recognition for legal

1. Work faster and smarter—all by voice
3x faster than typing briefs, contracts, and depositions—authoring legal documentation by voice accelerates firm-wide productivity.

2. Optimize accuracy of legal documentation
Dictate detailed legal documentation with 99% accuracy. Dragon Legal Anywhere works on any modern Windows PC or iOS/Android mobile device.

3. Automate your workflow
Streamline your documentation with customized templates and legal-specific language built-in to improve workflows and efficiencies.

4. Cloud-based mobility
Cloud-based technology means the world is your office. Flexible enough to use anywhere, anytime—no desk required.

5. A budget-friendly speech platform
Affordable, subscription-based pricing with little upfront capital investment makes it easy for firms to plan budgets with predictable expenses.

6. Secure and compliant workflows
Hosted in the Microsoft Cloud, security and business continuity is assured. Used in combination with other cloud-based applications, Dragon empowers legal practitioners to begin critical documentation in the field and finish it in the office.

7. Achieve more, in less time
Speed, accuracy and flexibility mean you’re accomplishing more in less time. That leaves more time for clients—and more time for your staff.

Unmatched outcomes for legal professionals
Dragon Legal Anywhere empowers legal teams to create high-quality documentation, in less time, by using the power of their voice.

Discover how you can transform your workday with Dragon Legal Anywhere at nuance.com/dragon-legal-anywhere